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 Vertical Tillage Blades

* Breakdown Residue.
* Level & warm the Soil.
* Incorporate Fertilizer.

We can cut the center hole to fit most axle sizes. Please measure the disc arbor before ordering to insure correct hole size in the blades.

The benefits and rewards of the new “Vertical Tillage” tools are becoming more and more obvious as time goes 
on. However, the prices of some of these new machines are astronomical even when corn was $7.00. For a 
fraction of the cost of one of these new machines, you can construct your own “Vertical Tillage” machine. 
   Using any of our wavy edge coulters, remove the blades from your old disc, straighten the gangs, install the 
wavy edge coulters in place of the old disc blades, and you have created your own “Vertical Tillage” tool. (You 
may need to add weight to the disc in certain heavier soil conditions.) 
   This machine can be utilized two seasons per year. In the spring, when the ground is still slightly wetter than 
it should be for planting, you can run this machine over the seedbed about 6 to 8 miles per hour, 2” to 2-1/2” 
deep and create a perfect seedbed to planting. The soil dries quicker and allows you to get in the field and plant 
sooner than expected.  In the fall of the year, use it to chop corn stalks into small segments that will get worked 
into the ground with the tillage action of the blades for quicker decomposition over the winter.

We have the following blades available to make vertical tillage conversions:

18” x 7 gage, 13 wave blade with a 1” cut.
20” x 7 gage, 13 wave blade with a 1.25” cut.
20” x 7 gage, 25 wave blade with a 7/8” cut.
22” x 1/4” , 13 wave blade with a 1.25” cut.

20” x 1/4” Vortex® blade with 1.25” cut.
22” x 1/4” Vortex® blade with 1.25” cut.

Vortex® is a registered trademark of CFC Distributors, Inc.


